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Background







Noninvasive prenatal screening (NIPS) that analyzes cell-free DNA
1
(cfDNA) has improved the detection of fetal chromosomal aneuploidies.
For cfDNA-based prenatal screening, the positive predictive value (PPV) is
>90% for detection of trisomy 21 (Down syndrome) but is only 64% for
trisomy 18 (Edwards syndrome) and 44% for trisomy 13 (Patau
2,3
syndrome).
The lower PPVs for trisomies 18 and 13 are caused by a combination of
factors: lower prevalence of the disorders, technical limitations, and
1
biological variation.
Maternal duplications are an example of biological variation that can cause
1
false-positive NIPS results. Incorporating detection of maternal
duplications as part of NIPS can help avoid false-positive results.
Objective: In this letter, the authors retrospectively evaluated the impact of
accounting for maternal duplications on the PPVs of cfDNA-based prenatal
screening for trisomies 21, 18, and 13.

Methods




The authors analyzed cfDNA results from ~30,000 pregnant women
undergoing prenatal screening using whole-genome shotgun sequencing
®
(QNatal Advanced) at Quest Diagnostics.
For cases with elevated Z scores indicating an aneuploidy, a karyogram
(graphical representation of the Z-score) of the affected chromosome was
examined before finalizing results.
Maternal duplications were distinguished from true-positive fetal duplications by the pattern of Z score: maternal duplications show markedly higher
Z scores in a small fraction of the chromosome, whereas true-positive
cases show mildly increased Z-scores over the entire chromosome.

Results
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A substantial proportion of samples with elevated Z scores in fact had
maternal duplications, which would have been reported as fetal
aneuploidies without karyogram analysis:
o Chromosome 21: 12 out of 313
o Chromosome 18: 21 out of 106
o Chromosome 13: 28 out of 93
Microarray analysis was ordered for 14 cases and confirmed the maternal
duplication in all of them.
Excluding maternal duplications allowed markedly higher PPVs than would
have been achieved without such exclusion:
o Chromosome 21: 4% higher (98% vs 94%)
o Chromosome 18: 20% higher (92% vs 72%)
o Chromosome 13: 30% higher (69% vs 39%)

Conclusions



Identifying maternal duplications in cfDNA-based NIPS substantially
improves PPVs for trisomies 21, 18, and 13.
The use of karyograms for data visualization prevents the reporting of
some false-positive results to patients and may help avoid unnecessary
invasive procedures.
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